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STOCHASTIC DYNAMICS IN ACTIVE BATHS I

targeted delivery of colloidal cargos



Brownian motion: thermal motion at equilibrium
1827
“Extremely minute particles of solid 
matter, when suspended in pure 
water ... exhibit motions for which I 
am unable to account.”
ROBERT BROWN

1867
“Brownian motion [...] provides us with one of 

the most beautiful and direct experimental 
demonstrations of the fundamental principles 

of the mechanical theory of heat, making 
manifest the assiduous vibrational state that 

must exist both in liquids and solids”
GIOVANNI CANTONI
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Langevin equation
1908 PAUL LANGEVIN:

IT IS EASY TO GIVE A 
DEMONSTRATION THAT IS 
INFINITELY MORE SIMPLE 
BY MEANS OF A METHOD 

THAT IS ENTIRELY 
DIFFERENT
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Colloidal delivery at equilibrium
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Transport with external fields

ELECTRIC FIELDS

SULLIVAN et al. PRL (2006)
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Using active particles as micro-oxen

WEIBEL ET AL. PNAS  (2005)

SWIMMING CELLS
C. reinhardtii

where, n is the particle speed, and me is the electrophoretic
mobility of the bimetallic particle (a function of the dielectric
constant, solution viscosity, particle dimension, and particle
zeta potential), Jþ is the current density due to the electro-
chemical reaction, and s is the conductivity of thebulk solution.
However, Wang et al. recently showed that in the case of silver
ions, the speed of the particles actually increases due to the
precipitation ofmetallicAg back onto the surface of themotor,
which increases the catalytic activity of the nanorod.[13]
Because of the presence of chloride ions in our system, AgCl
is themost likelyprecipitate formed.Unlike theprecipitationof
metallic silver observed with Wang et al.’s nanomotors, AgCl
may actually cause partial poisoning by covering part of the
motor surface. We thus explored another route wherein the
mechanism of cargo drop-off does not interfere with long-term
motor function.

In another method of cargo drop-off, abifunctional, photocleavable o-nitrobenzyl-based linker (PCL) was used to attachthe motor to the cargo. The photolysisof o-nitrobenzyl-group-based linkers iswidely employed in combinatorial organicsynthesis for the release of moieties fromsolid supports.[14] Whitesides et al. demon-strated the release of cargo from photo-tactic bacteria using such linkers.[15,16]Figure 2A shows a schematic image ofPCL-assisted cargo drop-off. Pt"Au"PPyrods were synthesized incorporating car-boxylic acid groups in the polymer segment.This was accomplished by electropolymer-izing pyrrole and 4-(3-pyrrolyl) butyricacid to yield a copolymer,PPyPPyCOOH. Figure 2B shows a TEMimage of a Pt"Au"PPyPPyCOOH motor.Figure 3 shows the structure of PCL inwhich the photocleavable moiety is flankedby an amine functionality on one side and
biotin on the other. The carboxyl acid groups on the polymer
end of the rod were bound to the amine terminus of the
bifunctional PCL via 3-(ethyliminomethyleneamino)-N,N-
dimethyl-propan-1-amine coupling (EDC). The biotin end
of the PCL was used to link the motor to 1.0-mm-diameter
streptavidin-coated cargo on the other end. Photolysis of PCL
occurs upon UV illumination (365 nm) resulting in the
formation of a methyl ketone and a primary amide, thereby
facilitating release of the PS-streptavidin cargo from the
motor.[16,17] In Figure 2C, the left and right images show
screen-capture images before and after drop-off, respectively.
Movie 2 in the Supporting Information shows a Pt–Au–
PPyPPyCOOH rod linked to a streptavidin cargo, via PCL.
Irradiation with UV light cleaves the bond leading to cargo
drop-off. The speed of the motor–cargo doublet was
2.3mms"1, and after unloading the cargo the speed of themotor increased to 4.8mms"1 due toreduction of the drag force resultingfrom release of the cargo.[1] This mode ofcargo drop-off typically took longer toachieve (60–100 s) than the silver-dissolu-tion method (10–20 s). The longer releasetimes may be attributed to the lowerquantum yield for PCL cleavage underthe given experimental conditions, aswell asshadowing effects of the motor and cargo.In summary, we have demonstratedtwo methods of UV-light-stimulated cargodrop-off by Pt–Au catalytic motors. TheAg-dissolution-assisted drop-off occurredwithin 10–20 seconds of UV-light exposure;however, the increase in ionic strength dueto Ag dissolution is not favorable for long-term motor activity. Use of a photoclea-vable linker for cargodrop-offwas exploredto devise a method of cargo drop-off wherean increase of ionic strengthdoes not hinder

communications

Figure 1. A) Schematic image of motor design for silver-assisted cargo drop-off. Pt"Au"Ag"
Au"PPy motor attached to positively charged 0.8-mm-diameter PS–amidine cargo. The blue

arrow points to the Ag section of the rod that dissolves in the presence of UV light (365nm),

releasing the cargo. B) TEM images of Pt"Au"Ag"Au–Ppy rods. C) Screen-capture images

depictingsilver-dissolution-assistedcargodrop-off. The imageon the left isbeforeUVexposure

and the image on the right is post UV exposurewhere the cargo dissociates from themotor. For

clarity, the red arrow points to the motor and the black arrow to the cargo.

Figure 2. A) Schematic image of motor design for PCL-assisted cargo drop-off. Pt–Au–

PPyPPyCOOH–PCL motors are attached to PS–streptavidin-coated cargo. The blue arrow

indicates thephotolabile linker thatbreaks, releasing thecargo from themotor.B) TEM imageof

Pt"Au"Py"PPyCOOH rod. C) Screen-capture images depicting PCL-assisted cargo drop-off.

The image on the left is before UV exposure and the image on the right is post UV exposure

where the cargo dissociates from the motor. For clarity, the red arrow points to the motor and

the black arrow to the cargo.
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Colloids in active baths
5 µm LATEX BEADS IN E.coli
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Colloidal particles undergo perpetual Brownian motion
resulting from the stochastic and rapid collisions with
solvent molecules. As a result, an ensemble of colloidal

particles spreads diffusively to fill all available space and
maximize configurational entropy. Restriction of particles to a
specified region requires work of an external field that makes
target configurations energetically favourable. Boltzmann’s dis-
tribution, in fact, predicts that the resulting stationary density of
non-interacting particles is a local function of energy alone,
whatever is the path that a particle must trace to reach that point.
On the other hand, active particles, like swimming bacteria or
chemically propelled colloids, are animated by a non-equilibrium
stochastic force that is usually characterized by a persistence time
on the timescale of seconds1–3. When the persistence length of
the resulting trajectory is large enough to probe asymmetric
features in rigid obstacles, the flux of active particles can be
efficiently rectified. Galajda et al.4 have shown that bacteria
concentrate in one-half of a bipartite chamber, when the
separating wall is made of asymmetric, funnel-shaped apertures.
When the asymmetric wall is actually the outer boundary of a
mobile object, bacteria can also self-organize around it and give
rise to a net rotary motion5,6. Random walks, with a finite
persistence length, are also observed in passive colloidal tracers,
which are suspended in a bath of swimming bacteria7–9. The
resulting off-equilibrium dynamics can give rise to novel
phenomenology, as, for example, the appearance of short-range
effective attractions between otherwise repulsive colloids10. It is
then natural to ask whether it is possible to rectify also these
random walks to deliver passive colloidal cargoes to target
locations. This would have a clear technological relevance for the
design of autonomous microdevices that could be able to collect
and sort non-motile bodies in a predictable way. In previous
attempts to use bacteria for colloidal delivery, motile cells have
been attached on the cargo surface and used as tiny micro
propellers11–14. However, external stimuli are required to steer
the propellers and trigger cargo release12,15–18. The resulting
delivery is quite fast but requires a constant external feedback to
work.

Here we demonstrate that it is possible to design three
dimensional (3D) structures such that passive colloids can be
spatially organized by a suspension of swimming bacteria.
Bacteria can spontaneously deliver an initially homogeneous
ensemble of 2 mm colloids into a 16! 16mm2 accumulation area
within a timescale of 20 min. The mechanism does not require
any attachment of bacterial propellers to colloidal cargoes nor any

external control fields. It rather rectifies the off-equilibrium
fluctuating forces that arise from the bacterial bath to obtain the
required work.

Results
Basic principle and experimental implementation. The basic
principle in our method is illustrated in Fig. 1a. Let us suppose we
have an ensemble of non-interacting Brownian particles hopping
between two metastable states 0 and 1 that have the same energy
and the same spatial extent d. For an equilibrium thermal bath,
the number n0 of particles in the state 0 is equal to n1 indepen-
dently of the energy barrier shape. However, the situation may
dramatically change in the presence of a noise fluctuating with a
finite correlation time. In the limiting case of a force persistence
time that is much larger than transition time, then the probability
of jumping from 0 to 1 is related to the probability of being
pushed by the bath with a force of amplitude x larger than the
slope of the energy barrier f0. As, in general, a large x will be less
frequent than a small x, transitions from 1 to 0, that involve
climbing over a smaller slope, will be more frequent than the
reverse transitions from 0 to 1. The resulting imbalance in the
transition rates will lead to a stationary state where the bead
spends more time in 0 than in 1. In particular, the stationarity
condition n0l01¼ n1l10 will give n0¼ (l10/l01)n1 where l01 is the
rate of transition from 0 to 1, whereas l10 is the rate of the reverse
transitions. Such simple reasoning can be readily extended to the
more complex case where a two-dimensional region 0 is sur-
rounded by multiple asymmetric walls defining a series of con-
nected regions 0,1,2,y as in Fig. 1b. In the case where
l01 # l12 # l$ol10 # l21 # lþ , the number of particles in
the inner region can be amplified by a factor (lþ /l$ )m, where m
is the number of barriers. If the transition rates are unbalanced by
a factor 2, then three walls are enough to achieve an order of
magnitude change in particle density. We have implemented
asymmetric energy barriers by patterning a flat surface with a 3D
structure. The gravitational forces acting on sedimenting beads
translate the topography of the surface into an energy landscape.
We then use motile bacteria to drive colloidal beads with
off-equilibrium stochastic forces with a finite persistence time
(Fig. 1c).

Our structures were built using a diffractive maskless
lithography technique, utilizing coherent laser light focused
through a microscope objective and shaped by a spatial light
modulator with computer-generated holograms. Thus, high-
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Figure 1 | Basic principle and experimental conditions. (a) A schematic representation of the main geometric and dynamic features of transitions
between states separated by asymmetric barriers. (b) A scanning electron microscopy image of a square structure that gathers particles to the centre.
Radial walls provide an increased structural stability. Scale bar, 10mm in length. (c) The mean squared displacements (MSD) of the beads in the
absence of bacteria (simple Brownian motion, open symbols) and in the bacterial bath (filled symbols). Solid and dashed lines are fits to the data (see
Methods) giving a persistence time of tc¼0.04 s for the active system. Inset depicts the same data as an effective diffusivity (divided by 4t), clearly
showing the super diffusive regime at short times. We extract a simple Brownian diffusivity of D0¼0.15mm2 s$ 1, whereas after adding bacteria we
observe an additional active term DA¼0.45mm2 s$ 1.
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Non-equilibrium random walks
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Holographic microfabrication

N. J. JENNESS, ET AL. OPT. EXPRESS 16, 15942 (2008).
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Fig. 5. Optical light microscope video of the fabrication process (Media 1) and images
showing the completion of pyramidal layers (a) 2, (b) 4, and (c) 6 during processing.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. SEM images of four simultaneously created square pyramids at angles of (a) 20±

and (b) 45± from the surface.

Examining the results, the desired structures were successfully transferred to the Norland adhe-
sive. The average side length and height of each pyramid was ª10 µm, in agreement with CAD
design. Comparison of the ESEM images and SEM images (Fig. 6.) provided verification that
metal evaporation did not alter the final structures. The higher resolution SEM images highlight
the distinct layers of the square pyramidal structures.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that spatial light modulators can be effective tools for arbitrary three
dimensional laser-based parallel micro-manufacturing. Although there are many techniques cur-
rently implemented to produce 3D structures, limitations exist in the type of substrates, pattern
intricacy, and parallel processing capabilities. The system presented combines the aforementioned
characteristics while providing an user-accessible interface based in SolidWorks and MATLAB.
Further optimization of DMHL will result in improved resolution and parallelization thereby ex-
panding the capabilities and application of this technique.
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic representation of the main geometric and dynamic features of transitions between states separated by
asymmetric barriers. b) SEM image of a square structure which gathers particles to the center. Radial walls provide an
increased structural stability. c) Mean squared displacements of the beads in the absence of bacteria (simple Brownian motion,
open symbols) and in the bacterial bath (filled symbols). Solid and dashed lines are fits to the data (see Methods) giving a
persistence time of ⌧c = 0.04s for the active system. Inset depicts the same data as an e↵ective di↵usivity (divided by 4⌧),
clearly showing the super di↵usive regime at short times. We extract a simple Brownian di↵usivity of D0 = 0.15 µm2/s, while
after adding bacteria we observe an additional active term DA = 0.45 µm2/s.

plified by a factor (�
+

/��)m, where m is the number of
barriers. If the transition rates are unbalanced by a fac-
tor 2, then three walls are enough to achieve an order
of magnitude change in particle density. We have imple-
mented asymmetric energy barriers by patterning a flat
surface with a three dimensional structure. The grav-
itational forces acting on sedimenting beads translates
the topography of the surface into an energy landscape.
We then use motile bacteria to drive colloidal beads with
o↵-equilibrium stochastic forces with a finite persistence
time (Fig. 1c).

Our structures were built using a di↵ractive maskless
lithography technique, utilizing coherent laser light fo-
cused through a microscope objective and shaped by a
Spatial Light Modulator with computer-generated holo-
grams. Thus, high intensity laser spots can be projected
onto a photopolymer allowing for micron-featured poly-
merization [20]. Fig. 1b shows a SEM image of a device
composed by a series of three square boundaries having
the larger slope pointing towards the inner region. Struc-
tures of this kind are designed to collect particles in the
innermost chamber. The final structures approximately
have a vertical height of 2 µm, with slopes shaped by
horizontal distances of a = 0.5 µm and b = 2 µm (Fig.
1a). The corresponding energy barrier for thermally ac-
tivated particles is 20 kBT meaning that in the absence
of bacteria, particles are strictly confined by the walls.
By simply reversing the direction of the slopes, we can
build devices that are expected to eject beads outside.

In fig. 2a we digitally track colloidal beads, shown in
green, on a surface with collecting and ejecting struc-
tures. We set time t = 0 soon after the introduction of
bacteria, while the distribution of beads is still homo-
geneous and the concentration of cells becomes uniform.
After about twenty minutes, the collecting structures are

filled up, while ejecting structures have expelled all col-
loidal beads (fig. 2b). A time-averaged histogram of bead
positions during the last 5 minutes of the run (fig. 2c)
shows marked accumulation and depletion. In the ab-
sence of bacteria however, the particles, driven solely by
thermal fluctuations, remain trapped in the structures’
compartments (fig. 2d).
In order to get a quantitative estimate of the transition

rates we have recorded the time evolution of the number
of beads in the three internal regions of all structures.
Averaged data, corresponding to the collecting and eject-
ing structures, are reported in fig. 3. As a starting model
we assume that the number of beads in each region is gov-
erned by a coupled set of linear rate equations. Calling
N = (n
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asymmetric barriers. b) SEM image of a square structure which gathers particles to the center. Radial walls provide an
increased structural stability. c) Mean squared displacements of the beads in the absence of bacteria (simple Brownian motion,
open symbols) and in the bacterial bath (filled symbols). Solid and dashed lines are fits to the data (see Methods) giving a
persistence time of ⌧c = 0.04s for the active system. Inset depicts the same data as an e↵ective di↵usivity (divided by 4⌧),
clearly showing the super di↵usive regime at short times. We extract a simple Brownian di↵usivity of D0 = 0.15 µm2/s, while
after adding bacteria we observe an additional active term DA = 0.45 µm2/s.
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itational forces acting on sedimenting beads translates
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic representation of the main geometric and dynamic features of transitions between states separated by
asymmetric barriers. b) SEM image of a square structure which gathers particles to the center. Radial walls provide an
increased structural stability. c) Mean squared displacements of the beads in the absence of bacteria (simple Brownian motion,
open symbols) and in the bacterial bath (filled symbols). Solid and dashed lines are fits to the data (see Methods) giving a
persistence time of ⌧c = 0.04s for the active system. Inset depicts the same data as an e↵ective di↵usivity (divided by 4⌧),
clearly showing the super di↵usive regime at short times. We extract a simple Brownian di↵usivity of D0 = 0.15 µm2/s, while
after adding bacteria we observe an additional active term DA = 0.45 µm2/s.
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of magnitude change in particle density. We have imple-
mented asymmetric energy barriers by patterning a flat
surface with a three dimensional structure. The grav-
itational forces acting on sedimenting beads translates
the topography of the surface into an energy landscape.
We then use motile bacteria to drive colloidal beads with
o↵-equilibrium stochastic forces with a finite persistence
time (Fig. 1c).
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cused through a microscope objective and shaped by a
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horizontal distances of a = 0.5 µm and b = 2 µm (Fig.
1a). The corresponding energy barrier for thermally ac-
tivated particles is 20 kBT meaning that in the absence
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build devices that are expected to eject beads outside.
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Curvature effect
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Two-photon lithography
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STOCHASTIC DYNAMICS IN ACTIVE BATHS II

a bacterial ratchet motor
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Work from fluctuations

WORK?

“C’est  la dissymétrie qui crée le 
phénomène” P. CURIE, J. PHYS 3, 393,  (1894)

UNBIASED RANDOM FLUCTUATIONS



Brownian ratchets

“So it is impossible to design a machine which, in the long run,  
is more likely to be going one way than the other,
if the machine is sufficiently complicated”

“It is based on the fact that the laws of mechanics
are reversible”

1903�Full Professor

1913�1Ͳst�Göttingen�Lecture (Wolfskehl�Foundation);�Kinetic Theory,�2Ͳnd�Law;�Smoluch.�Eq.

1913�May,�full Professor�Jagellonian University�Krakow

1916 2Ͳnd Lecture series in Göttingen

[Teubner,�p.�89Ͳ121�(1914)]

1916�2Ͳnd�Lecture series in�Göttingen

3�lectures on�diffusion,�Brownian molecular motion,�&�coagulation of colloids
[(Phys.�Z.�17:�557�– 571;�585�– 599�(1917)]

M. SMOLUCHOWSKI



Bacterial dynamics violates detailed balance



Micro-fabrication
10 μm

 

48 μm 

E. Di FABRIZIO BIONEM LAB, CATANZARO
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Bacteria-boundary interaction
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Summary 2

STOCHASTIC DYNAMICS IN ACTIVE BATHS

• persistent (non FDT) forces due to bacteria  generate stationary states 
characterized by probability distributions that strongly deviate from Boltzmann

• these stationary states are also microscopically not invariant under time reversal

• these peculiar properties of active matter allow to exploit bacteria as a workforce 
in miniaturized environments 
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‘‘macro-tweezers’
’ [13]. Here, w

e demonstrate that, u
sing

a holographic
counterpropag

ating trap, it is
possible to use

optical manipulation to
probe the mechanical prop

erties of

high pressure samples contained
in a diamond anvil cell.

We describe the implementation of this technique on a

portable holographic optical tweezers instrument [14]

and provide a first demonstration of its use as a local

viscosity probe for water under pressures that go up to

1.3 GPa (above this pressure, t
he water cryst

allized). It is

important to note that previous attempts to accurately

measure viscosity of liquids in a DAC used a rolling ball

technique [15–17] where viscosity is inferred from the

motions of a ball rolling over the surface of the diamond

under the actio
n of gravity or centrifugal f

orces. Althoug
h

absolute viscos
ity determinations are po

ssible in princi
ple,

they require the solution of a complex hydrodynamic

problem that depends c
ritically on the ball-wall se

paration

and on unknown fr
iction coefficie

nts. For these r
easons, in

practice, one always relies o
n scaling laws and measures

the relative viscosities with respect to known ambient

values. Morevover, high
precision measurements with a

rolling ball also require a priori knowled
ge of the densi

ty

of the sample in the investigated pressure range. Other

approaches make use of specifically
designed high pres-

sure rheometers (concentr
ic cylinders [18]

and oscillating

disks [19]) tha
t can rarely reach GPa pressures and

again

provide only relative viscosity measurement. In this con-

text, our technique has the unique feature of providing

absolute viscosity measurements that require no a priori

knowledge of sample parameters other than the probe

bead’s radius.
Our silica probe beads ar

e sufficiently hard

(bulk modulus of around 40 GPa [20]) that they
do not

compress noticeab
ly at the pressure

s we are using
.

Optical trapping system.—Counterpropag
ating optical

traps use two focused laser beams, with the foci slightly

displaced in th
e axial directio

n, to trap objec
ts between the

foci. A simple ray optical model is sufficie
nt to describe

trapping in the lateral directio
n: if a spherical obje

ct is

moved off axis, light
is refracted in that direction

by the

object. The ch
ange in the light’s dire

ction requires a forc
e

to be applied and the reaction force to this on the bead

causes it to move back towards the optical axis. A
xial

confinement is given by light scattered
from the bead: if

it gets closer to one focus than the other, more light is

scattered from the beam forming that focus. Th
is means

that the particl
e experiences

more radiation pressure from

that beam and is pushed back to the midpoint of the

two foci.

Holographic co
unterpropagati

ng optical trap
s use a mir-

ror to reflect the laser back towards the trapping site as

shown in Fig. 1. The obstacle to implementing this in a

diamond anvil cell l
ies in the geom

etry of the cell
: a mirror

placed above th
e DAC (or even on the

top face of the
upper

diamond) is too far away, as the backwards propagating

beam would have to be defocused by several millimeters.

This would make it too large to fit through the aperture in

the metal gasket tha
t seals the sample between the dia-

monds in the foc
al plane. Coati

ng the bottom surface of the

upper diamond might offer a sol
ution to this; however,

the

difficulty of coating the tip of the diamond, the near

certainty of damaging said coating during the assembly

and use of the cell, and direct exposur
e to sample fluids

make this impractical. To avoid these difficulties, we

employ a reimaging system to place a virtu
al mirror inside

the upper diamond, using an assembly with two lenses

and a dielectric mirror that fits between the sample and

the microscope condenser. Ou
r optical syste

m is detailed

in Fig. 2.

Reimaging the mirror is not ideal, as the double-pass

through the optics and the upper diamond anvil reduces

both the intensity and numerical aperture of the back-

propagating beam. We, therefore, m
odify the design of

the hologram from that used in previous work [13] to

form the two foci from distinct annular regions of the

SLM as shown in Fig. 1. The for
ward propagating part of

the beam is formed using the ou
ter part of the S

LM, i.e., the

highest NA part of the bea
m. Using an annular apertu

re to

cut out the center of the beam reduces the ‘‘scattering’’

component of the f
orward beam [21]. This is im

portant, as

it reduces the a
mount of power

required in the backwards
-

propagating be
am (which is unav

oidably attenua
ted by the

virtual mirror). The back-propagat
ing beam is formed

using the region inside the annu
lus that forms the forward

beam, so that no light is cut off
by the reduced NA of the

mirror reimaging optics. Finally
, the very center of the

SLM blocks the beam
, to prevent the

particle being p
ushed

out of the trap by out-of-focus light from the back-

propagating beam.

FIG. 2 (color online).
The optical system

used to trap at high

pressure. The
trapping laser is contro

lled using a liquid crystal

spatial light m
odulator as described in Ref. [14], but

a 10!,

0.3 NA objective is use
d. The inset sh

ows the R1 line
as recorded

at atmospheric pressure and 1.5 GPa and the fitted peak values.
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